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of the excavated contexts that the objects were recovered
from in order to make this interpretation, and they really
do need to make more of the fragmented pieces that are
discovered on other kinds of site. We do not know less about
these objects because they are broken: their incompleteness
is telling us something about how these objects were ‘used’
(p. 113). The histories, or biographies, of objects in archaeo
logy do not simply extend from a body of raw material to
a finished object of visual culture, instead they continue
through to the depositional context.
In this book, ‘context’ refers to the connections that can
be traced between plaques and other things with a similar
form or register, and that were contemporary in time. This
is important work, and it is covered in the fourth chapter,
where Lillios effectively demonstrates her knowledge of the
other elements of Neolithic life, both animate and inanimate
(i.e. from owls to bell beakers), and how they connect to
the details of the engraved plaques. This chapter also asks
a great question: ‘How should we treat ambiguous visual
images from the past?’ (p. 116). And I think Lillios gives this
an honest working answer by studying the assemblage of
affects that engraved plaques were caught up in through
the particular kind of form they had, and the detail of the
registers that were engraved on them. For example, Lillios
highlights the similarity in the registers of loomweights,
bacula, bell beakers and plaques; and their shared form with
axes, stelae and limestone adzes. This constructs a valuable
knowledge of the importance of assemblage in the Neolithic.
But do these assemblages of visual images extend into the
assemblages of artefacts that were actually retrieved from
excavated contexts? Once again, this reader would like
some detail on the depositional context. Furthermore, this
chapter would seem to demonstrate the effective ways in
which the form and register of the engraved stone plaques
connected to several major aspects of Neolithic life — so
much so — that it is difficult for this reader to go back to
the author’s focus on how these objects were confined to the
mortuary context, and the use of their visual imagery was
exclusively to herald the dead. Indeed, for that to happen,
the author needs to go on to argue for a system as to how
visual imagery is devised, described and regulated; the
author moves from art to semiotics, from imagery to code,
and to material culture as text in the final chapter.
I do not want this to be a review that picks apart Lil
lios’s work, as there is too much to admire in this book for
that, both in terms of her knowledge of the material and
ability to open up new ideas on these objects which had so
long been wrapped up as female divinity figures. But it is
time for me to be as honest in my writing as Lillios is in hers,
and say that we are two very different kinds of archaeologist,
particularly when it comes down to how we understand
the details of context and its importance. So, with the best
of intentions, and after stating that I have great affection for
this book and many of the ideas that are presented in it, I
would like to end by visiting some of the points that she has
made in the fifth chapter in which she makes her case for
the plaques as a writing system. Lillios argues that slate is
a medium that is alterable, and that it is for that reason that
it was being used to write on (p. 144). However, if design is

understood less as an art form where predetermined ideas
in the head are then put into practice through the hands,
and more of as an improvisatory practice of thinkingthrough-making, then the alterable qualities of slate are just
as valuable. Lillios states that writing uses conventions (p.
144), but so do all technologies. Lillios calls for future work:
research that will test the genealogical information she says
is recorded on the plaques against skeletal remains (p. 158).
I don’t necessarily disagree, but I believe it is also crucial to
note that there is more detail in these excavated contexts
than simply the presence of engraved plaques and human
bone: our thinking should come from the details of the
evidence itself rather than the search for evidence to prove
a theory. This chapter loses the openness of approach, and
enthusiasm for the variation in the evidence that were found
in the earlier chapters of the book, and is the weaker for it.
Heraldry, after all, is a concept that needs to be able to bear
the complexity and variability in the excavated evidence for
the Neolithic of Iberia.
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Ina Berg
It is rare to find a book which has been written with such
an obvious love for the subject matter and where the excite
ment for particular materials and artefact classes frequently
penetrates the comprehensive and skilfully woven academic
synthesis of the history of artefact analysis and our current
state of knowledge and practice. While the book covers all
the topics which one would expect from an introductory
text, the author’s background in experimental studies
gives this book its particular edge. For those of us involved
in actualistic studies, i.e. experimental and ethnographic
work, it is refreshing to see a book placing these forms of
investigation so unapologetically alongside the more tradi
tional forms of enquiry. Nor are the sensorial dimensions
of artefacts forgotten — be it for the modern analyst or the
ancient maker and user.
The book is divided into two almost independent
parts. Part I deals with the theoretical and methodological
underpinnings of artefact studies, while Part II is dedicated
to a contextual discussion of different raw materials and
resulting artefacts (organics, stone, clay, glass and metal).
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Each topic is covered with meticulous thoroughness, whilst,
at the same time, focusing on the main debates and honing
in on core references without overloading the text.
Part I provides the intellectual backbone of this book.
At the core of Hurcombe’s approach is her firm belief that
material culture is ‘a set of social relationships between
people and things, and above all it is a way of communicat
ing as well as enabling’ (p. 7). While not a new insight, it
is much more than lip service to an existing paradigm and
as such infuses every page of the book. More importantly,
the author explicitly acknowledges that social meaning can
reside in all stages of an object’s life cycle (and not merely
in its decorative elements) and attempts to expand on this
in the second part.
Chapter 1 sets out key definitions (e.g. artefact, tool,
function) and begins the reader’s intellectual journey
through a maze of important methodological issues, such as
the use of classifications and typologies, biases encountered
in different fieldwork settings, practices surrounding finds
processing, finds analysis, illustrations, and creation of pub
lications and displays. At every step, the reader is reminded
that the human–material relationship does not stop with the
discard or burial of the artefact, but actually extends into
the present. Being governed as much by past social politics
as by modern archaeological traditions, interpretations are
inherently subjective and context-dependent. Investigations
of the chaîne opératoire, object biographies or discard practices
highlight various avenues that are open to archaeologists
to make sense of this contextual information. Chapter 4 is
entitled ‘Making Sense of Artefacts’ and tackles the thorny
issue of how to analyse data in order to extract meaning.
Issues covered include typologies, statistical analysis of
finds, the use of ethnographic and ethnoarchaeological
data, experimental archaeology and scientific analysis
(with a detailed summary of different techniques in table
4.2). It is refreshing to see the primacy of scientific enquiry
abandoned and replaced with a more balanced view that
acknowledges the importance of actualistic studies. Part I
concludes with an even-handed summary of the history of
material culture studies and potential future directions. With
issues such as animacy, agency and personhood highlighted,
the lack of reference to sensorial approaches to materials,
however, seems to be a surprising lacuna.
Some of the sensorial dimension is explored in the
beginning of Part II, but is mainly brought to bear on func
tion, rather than the experience of making or handling
objects. This may just be a reflection of the status quo as the
author reminds us: modern man is no longer Homo faber.
Many of us are now removed from the manufacture of
an object and have lost that ability to understand objects
instinctively. The significance of experimental archaeology
and ethnography is therefore further underlined.
The meat of Part II is contained in Chapters 7 through
to 10 with detailed discussions of materials and artefacts
made of organics, stone, clay, glass and metals. Function,
properties and characteristics, analytical approaches and
techniques are discussed for each material. A deliberate
attempt is made to show up the social dimensions of
each material’s manufacture, use and discard, though this

becomes less successful the further one progresses through
the chapters. Extensive (colour) illustrations accompany
this section and bring to light the different qualities of each
material — especially those depicting archaeological experi
ments. Again, the syntheses provided are extremely clear
and list the most relevant references.
All in all, this book is packed with information which is
clearly presented. Most importantly, it manages to get across
the joys of working with material culture. Naturally, there
are some points each of us could quibble with, but overall it
is an innovative attempt to bring artefacts to life. Only one
word of warning: while intended to serve as an introduction
to material culture, the book structure, chapter layout and
the densely written syntheses of, at times, very complex
theoretical and practical concepts, make it more suitable for
an intermediate level where basic concepts and approaches
are already known, but need consolidating and enhancing.
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Gabriel Moshenska
For anyone interested in the ways in which conflict and
violence have shaped the modern world this book is a box of
delights; a refreshingly diverse collection of papers reaching
beyond archaeology and anthropology to history, art history,
geography and museum studies. Contested Objects is based
on a conference held at the Imperial War Museum, London
in 2004, the second in a series of conferences examining the
material culture of modern conflict. The first two conferences
focused on the First World War from a global perspective,
later events have broadened their scope to incorporate
twentieth-century conflict in the broadest sense. The first
published volume, Matters of Conflict (Saunders 2004) set
an ambitious theoretical agenda for the interdisciplinary
study of modern conflicts under the aegis of material culture
anthropology, building on Saunders’s previous work on
trench art (Saunders 2003). In this latest volume the editors
restate their intention to create ‘a transformation in our
understanding of modern conflict, its varied legacies and
its potent lessons’ (p. 7).
The breadth of coverage across the 20 chapters of this
book is impressive, both in its thematic scope and its geo
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